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1. Article 11 of Regulation of the Minister of Agriculture No.
26/Permentan/OT.140/2/2007 states: “Plantation
companies having IUP or IUP-B shall build plantation for
surrounding communities as wide as 20% (twenty percent)
of the total size of plantation managed by the companies at
the minimum.” An English translation of the regulation is
available at No. 26/Permentan/OT.140/2/2007 (2007)
‘Licensing Guidelines for Plantation Business’, UN Food
and Agriculture Office Legal Office (FAOLEX), p.4. Available
at: http://extwprlegs1.fao.org/docs/pdf/ins72955.pdf. 

2. Interviews with multiple academics and industry
observers indicated that “partnership” schemes in which
corporations manage the entire plantation and pay
communities the profits from their plasma portion have
become the dominant model of providing plasma for
private companies. This is supported by academic and grey
literature – see, inter alia: Baudoin, A. et al. (2017) ‘Review
of the diversity of palm oil production systems in
Indonesia’. CIFOR. Available at:
https://doi.org/10.17528/CIFOR/006462; Jelsma, I. et al.
(2017) ‘Unpacking Indonesia’s independent oil palm
smallholders: An actor-disaggregated approach to
identifying environmental and social performance
challenges’, Land Use Policy, 69, pp. 281–297. Available at:
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.landusepol.2017.08.012; German,
L. et al. (2020) ‘Towards a Profiling System for
Independent Smallholders and Medium-Scale Growers:
Report Submitted to the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm
Oil and Medium Grower Task Force’. RSPO. Available at:
https://thegeckoproject.org/files/research-study-
report_towards-a-profiling-system-for-independent-
smallholders-and-medium-scale-growers.pdf. 

3. We identified two independent studies that document
per-hectare profits received by communities from plasma
schemes in which oil palms had been planted at least ten
years earlier. These are: Glenday, S. et al. (2015) ‘Central
Kalimantan’s Oil Palm Value Chain: Opportunities for
Productivity, Profitability and Sustainability Gains’,
Climate Policy Initiative. Available at:
https://www.climatepolicyinitiative.org/publication/centra
l-kalimantans-oil-palm-value-chain-opportunities-for-
productivity-profitability-and-sustainability-gains/
(plantation managed by the plasma cooperative); and
Suharno, Y.A.D. and Anggreini, T. (2020) ‘Model Kemitraan
Inti-Plasma Pada Perkebunan Kelapa Sawit Rakyat Yang
Dikelola Sepenuhnya Oleh Perusahaan Inti’, Agrienvi:
Jurnal Ilmu Pertanian, 14(01), pp. 24–35. Available at:
https://e-
journal.upr.ac.id/index.php/aev/article/view/1706 (plasma
plantation managed by the company). For each study, we
adjusted per-hectare profit figures for inflation using the
consumer price index for Indonesia. We then calculated an
average of the two profit figures and converted this to US
dollars at contemporary exchange rates. At the time profit
data was collected (2013 for Glenday et al; 2015 for
Suharno), crude palm oil (CPO) prices were not high in
comparison with pricing trends over the last ten years.

Since late 2020, CPO prices have been higher than at any
point between 2013 and 2015. 

4. Data was obtained through interviews and analysis of
documentary evidence. In many cases data on profits
received by plasma cooperative members was difficult to
obtain, because communities did not have access to it and
companies did not respond to requests to share it. We were
able to obtain sufficient data from members of ten
cooperatives that had entered partnerships with plantation
companies to draw conclusions about the profits they were
receiving in 2022. Note that two of the companies we
investigated are not named here because we were unable to
obtain reliable data on cooperative members’ profits or
debts. In instances where members of the same
cooperative reported receiving differing levels of profit, we
calculated an average of the profit figures in that
cooperative. We then calculated the average profits
received, per hectare per month, across the ten
cooperatives and converted them into USD at average
exchange rates for 2022. In the ten named cases, a villager
with a two-hectare area of plasma would receive, on
average, $338 dollars per year – less than one dollar a day.
The international poverty line is defined by the World Bank
as $2.15 per person per day, or $784.75 per year. See:
Global Poverty Lines (2022) World Bank. Available at:
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/factsheet/2022/05/0
2/fact-sheet-an-adjustment-to-global-poverty-lines. We
calculated an average of the provincial minimum wage
(UMP) in the provinces in which the cases we investigated
were located, which was $2,159.64 per year at average
USD-IDR exchange rates for 2022. For minimum wages,
see: Satu Data (2022) Upah Minimum Provinsi (UMP)
Tahun 2022. Available at:
https://satudata.kemnaker.go.id/infografik/49. Note: we
also collected data on profits received by cooperative
members in years before 2022 from three-quarters of our
sources; in these cases, the profit figures we obtained were
the same as (or lower than) those we collected in 2022.

5. The Gecko Project (2022) ‘The promise was a lie’: How
Indonesian villagers lost their cut of the palm oil boom.
Available at: https://thegeckoproject.org/articles/the-
promise-was-a-lie-how-indonesian-villagers-lost-their-
cut-of-the-palm-oil-boom 

6. We compiled Indonesian news articles about every
plasma-related dispute published between 2017 and 2021.
To this we added allegations documented in academic
papers, reports by campaign groups, notices on
government websites, and other online sources. Of these,
we found public reports regarding 77 communities who
claimed they were receiving insufficient payments from
plasma schemes. 

7. Data collected by academics, consultancies and activists
indicates that interest rates for plasma cooperatives range
from 10 percent to 13 percent. See, inter alia: Glenday, S. et
al. (2016) Indonesian Oil Palm Smallholder Farmers:
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20. According to Gozco Plantations documentation
reviewed by our reporting team, as of Sept 2016 Palmdale’s
plantation covered thousands of hectares of land. Villagers
we interviewed state that they have never made any profits
from the plantation. In court, Palmdale’s general manager
claimed the company had distributed profits of 6 million
rupiah in 2015 (equivalent to $1.50 per hectare), 530
million rupiah in 2016 (equivalent to $14 per hectare), and
no profits in 2017. Interviews and documentation we
obtained indicate that since 2016 cooperative members
have received bailouts rather than profits. Because bailouts
are loans that must be repaid, they would offset any profits
received by the villagers to date. For the Palmdale general
manager’s court statement, see Putusan PN MEMPAWAH
Nomor Nomor 42/PDT.G/2017/PN Mpw, 2017, available at:
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/86024fe57e5b9e4ef25bb21182a4dc0a.html. This
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represents an increase of $3.9 million and a total debt of
$14.8 million.

22. The communities’ attempts to seek answers and failed
attempts at mediation through the local government are
documented in Putusan PN MEMPAWAH Nomor Nomor
42/PDT.G/2017/PN Mpw, 2017, available at:
https://putusan3.mahkamahagung.go.id/direktori/putusan
/86024fe57e5b9e4ef25bb21182a4dc0a.html. 
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Available at:
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Indonesia’, World Development, 120, pp. 105–117. Available
at: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.worlddev.2019.04.012. 
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month. The average of the provincial minimum wage
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Available at:
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East Kalimantan, Gorontalo, Jambi, Lampung, North
Kalimantan, North Sumatra, Papua, Riau, South
Kalimantan, South Sumatra, South-east Sulawesi, West
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provide profit payments to cooperative members. This
figure was corroborated by interviews with industry
observers. The Indonesian Palm Oil Association (GAPKI)
said in an interview with our reporting team that loans
should be paid off after ten years. Documents and
interviews with two companies indicated that loans were
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29. Kim, E. (2017) Unmuting voices: Dayak women’s
narratives on structural and gendered injustice in oil palm
expansion in West Kalimantan, Indonesia. Global Campus,
p.51. Available at: https://doi.org/20.500.11825/661.
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contemporary exchange rates). Data collected by our
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